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Equivalence in translation (an idea, its crisis and its redemption). 
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maciej.litwin@uwr.edu.pl 

An MA seminar 

This seminar aims to contribute to linguistic research on Polish-English/English-Polish 

translation. Students participating in this seminar will develop scalable and original research 

projects on translation (Master’s thesis) building on linguistics and, possibly, extending their 

work with an interdisciplinary dimension.  

Class content 

The organizing concept in this seminar will be ‘equivalence’. We will study the formulation, 

the crisis and the defense of linguistic theories of translation in the 20th century and early 21st 

century translation studies. We will track down how the equivalence-based view of 

translation evolved to factor in pragmatic concepts of effect or adequacy. We will look into 

criticism of equivalence-based theories by a generation of scholars behind ‘the cultural turn’ 

in translation studies in order to question whether it is possible to falsify equivalence as a 

scholarly model.  

Our meetings will build on a number of experimental tasks in which to deepen the 

understanding of essays and chapters from our reading list.  

Seminar participants will present their research findings and discuss their progress together 

as a matter of course. 

Interdisciplinary insights 

In our discussions we will relate linguistic theory of translation to philosophy, Bible 

translation, history of science and history of civilization. This is will be to understand 

translation better but also to contextualize linguistic theories.  

What to expect if I sign up? 

This seminar will be demanding, but rewarding. If you sign up, you take upon yourself the 

obligation to follow an intensive and broad reading itinerary.  

Also, because the work plan will be front-loaded you will be expected to engage with the 

group from the first weeks of the first semester. 

What kind of Master’s projects are particularly welcome in this seminar? 

Our interest is primarily in linguistic research on translation, but we are keen to draw on 

related disciplines, if this is justified. For this reason, we may envisage at least two ways to 

define your topic and deliver your research project.   

Your MA topics might include (linguistic approach): 

• lexicographic issues in literary translation (e.g. analysis of proper names in literary 

translation); 

• specialized translation (including web translation); 

• sociolects and idiolects in translation; 

• culture-bound items in translation; 
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• text-type and text function in translation; 

• analyzing translations in terms of their purpose, including commercial purposes (e.g. 
localization).  

If your interest is in how linguistic investigations link up with studies of civilization, history, 

aesthetics or cognitive sciences, your research might also include (interdisciplinary 

approach): 

• lexicographic issues in translation in diachronic perspective (most relevant for 

literary classics in their multiple translations over the years); 

• challenges of poetry translation (e.g. cognitive linguistics perspective); 

• multi-modal translation (based on cognitive linguistics); 

• translating for public institutions in the age of multilingualism; 

• translating non-standard language (cognitive linguistics perspective). 

Both lists are provisional.  

Language regime 

Our work languages will be English and Polish. Your research material will be English-

Polish/Polish-English as a matter of course. 

My other working languages are French and German, and I can interact with you if you wish 

to relate to Greek (modern or ancient) as well as Czech material for reference in your MA 

project. 
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